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Abstract
In the last decade, the Web has become a primary source of information for many
people. Due to its ease and ubiquity, many people first look up pages on the Web whenever they need to look up certain information. The popularity of the Web, however, has
brought many interesting challenges. In particular, the ever-expanding size of the Web
makes it increasingly difficult to discover, store, organize and retrieve the information
on the Web to help users to identify what they are looking for. In this paper, we will
briefly go over some of the new challenges in this context and describe our research
efforts to address them.
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Introduction

In the last decade, we have witnessed a tremendous proliferation of information on the
World-Wide Web [15, 16]. The World-Wide Web was initially developed to help scientists
exchange their new results and findings quickly, but after a decade of exponential growth,
it is now being used by millions of world-wide users on a daily basis [3]. As its success and
proliferation indicate, the plentiful information of the World-Wide Web is useful for many
people. Users access the Web for a variety of purposes, sometimes for casual browsing on a
general topic, and sometimes for focused research on a particular problem.
The very success of the Web, however, has also introduced many new challenges that
need to be addressed:
• Information overload: The success of the Web is partly due to its ease of publication.
Any user can publish any information on the Web at any time. This ease has led
to the exponential growth of the Web in the last decade, which has simultaneously
brought the problem of “information overload.” For many topics, there simply are too
many Web pages that are potentially relevant, so the users waste significant time and
efforts reading irrelevant pages. For example, when we issued the query “database”
to Google, one of the major search engines, it returned 46 million Web pages as
potentially relevant to the topic. Given the limited time that a user has, the user
cannot read all 46 million pages. How can the user identify which page will answer
the particular question that the user has? Given the projected growth rate of the
Web, this problem will certainly get worse over time.
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• Information transience: Information on the Internet is inherently ephemeral. It is distributed over millions of servers that are administered by a multitude of organizations.
New information is constantly being posted on a server, and existing information is
continuously being updated, or even deleted, at an administrator’s whim, regardless
of how important the information is. This transience of information often causes frustration to many users, since some of the information that they like and frequently
access may suddenly disappear. Once the information disappears, users have to waste
significant time and efforts looking for similar information from other sources on the
Web, or it may be even impossible to access such information any more. There is no
guarantee that a particular information will be available for later access.
• Information bias: As the Web becomes the primary source information for many
people, it starts to introduce a significant bias on people’s perception. Since some
types of information has more presence on the Web than others, they are discovered
and looked at by many people from the Web and introduce a significant influence on
how people perceive the world. For example, when we issued the query “Jaguar” to
Google the top result was a page on a new version of Mac operation system. Also,
the top-10 results were all about either the Mac operating system or Jaguar the car.
Does it mean that the original meaning of Jaguar the cat does not have any relevance
in the current society?
Similarly, a large part of the Web is not currently indexed by major search engines due
to their technological limitations. This part of the Web is often called the “Hidden
Web” because many users rely on search engines to access Web pages, so when the
pages are not returned from search engines, they are essentially “hidden” or “inaccessible” to these users. Ho much bias is being introduced because of the inaccessibility
of the Hidden Web? Is there a way to reduce this bias?
In our research group, we are conducting various research projects that address some
of the above challenges. In the following two sections, we describe our WebArchive project
and the Hidden-Web project in more detail.
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Archiving the Web

In order to alleviate the information transience problem, our WebArchive project tries to
build a system that can store and archive the history and evolution of the Web: tracking
the changes of the Web, storing multiple versions of Web documents in a concise way, and
providing the archived information to users through an intuitive interface. An effective
archive system can significantly benefit multiple disciplines in the following ways:
• Archive of Human Knowledge: As the Web becomes more popular and widespread, an
increasing number of people rely on the Web as their primary source of information.
Also, a significant amount of information is available only on the Web in digital form.
Therefore, once information disappears from the Web, some of the information may be
permanently lost. Unless we archive the constantly changing Web over a long period
of time, we may lose information that has taken decades to discover.
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• Web Research Testbed: Constant changes of Web documents pose many challenges to
Web caches, Web crawlers and network routers. Because a Web cache or Web crawler
does not know when or how often a Web page changes, it has to download and/or
cache the same page multiple times, even if the page has not changed. A large body of
research has been conducted to address this challenge and innovative new algorithms
and protocols have been developed. Due to the lack of Web change data, however,
it has been difficult to validate the algorithms in practice. A central archive of Web
history will provide valuable Web change data and will work as a research testbed
where researchers can develop and validate new ideas.
• Study of Knowledge Evolution: New topics and/or genres grow in popularity and
suddenly attract interest from a large number of people. Yet we often don’t understand
exactly when the topics started or how they became suddenly popular. For example,
the Linux project became hugely popular over the last decade. Why has it become so
popular? How did the community start? How did people discover the project?
While answering these questions is not easy, we may get a better understanding by
analyzing the history of Web documents. For instance, if we wanted to study the
evolution of the Linux project, we could go back to the Web 10 years ago and study
what pages were mentioning “Linux” at that time, how the pages were linked to each
other, and in what sequence they were created. This analysis might reveal how the
community developed over time.
In order to build an effective Web archive system, we are trying to address the following
challenges that arise from the distributed nature of the Web:
• Independent Change: The information sources on the Internet are updated autonomously
and constantly. Since there exist many more changed pages than an archive system
can download, the system should “guess” how much and how often the pages are
updated, and intelligently decide which updated pages to download. Unless it uses its
limited download and storage resources efficiently, it may miss important changes of
pages.
• Scale of Data: A Web archive system must download and store an enormous amount of
data. Textual data on the Web is estimated to be more than 30 terabytes [5, 15, 16],
and is constantly being updated [12, 4, 10, 8]. In order to handle the sheer scale
of data, the archive system has to employ novel techniques to store, organize and
compress the Web history data.
• Intuitive Access: The archive system must be intuitive for users to search, browse,
and analyze. In addition, it should be able to handle diverse queries that users may
pose. For example, a user may simply want to browse multiple versions of a particular
Web page, or the user may want to pose a complex query, such as “What are the 10
topics whose popularity (measured in the number of pages mentioning the topic) has
increased most rapidly in the last six months?” In order to handle these queries, the
system must employ novel indexing and query processing techniques.
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Our project tries to address some of the major technical challenges to building an effective Web archive system — a fully scalable and easy-to-use system that can handle the
dynamic Web. To attain this goal, we are currently investigating the following three main
research issues.
1. Efficient Change Detection: We are designing efficient change detection and download algorithms that can identify the change characteristics of Web pages. The new
algorithms will efficiently use limited download resources, minimizing the loss of information.
2. Efficient Storage: We are developing effective ways to store and organize the Web
history data efficiently and compactly. Multiple versions of the same Web page have
tremendous potential for efficient storage and compression because changes to a Web
page are often minor.
3. Effective Access: We are developing appropriate index structures and query processing
techniques on the Web history data, so that users can intuitively express their queries
and the system can handle the queries efficiently.
As part of the project we are currently building a Web archive prototype; it will store
a monthly change history of Web pages related to computer science. While this is a relatively small subset of the whole Web, this prototype will work as a proof-of-concept of the
various techniques that we will develop. This prototype will also provide a valuable real
history dataset that researchers can test and verify their ideas with. We believe a successful completion of this research will provide both invaluable real Web history data and the
technologies that can be useful in managing and archiving any evolving textual database.
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Surfacing the Hidden Web

An ever-increasing amount of information on the Web is available only through search
interfaces. That is, users have to type a set of keywords, or queries, into a search interface
in order to access Web pages from certain Web sites: The sites do not provide any static
links to their pages. Because Web crawlers1 simply follow links on the Web to discover
pages, search engines cannot download these pages, often referred to as the Hidden Web or
Deep Web [2, 7].
Figure 1 shows an example of the process that a typical user goes through to access
pages in the Hidden Web. For every site that the user is interested in, she types a list of
keywords to its search interface (an example shown in Figure 1(a)), the site returns a list of
potentially relevant pages (Figure 1(b)), and the user clicks on some of the links to retrieve
the actual pages (Figure 1(c))
Since the majority of Web users rely on traditional search engines to discover and access
information on the Web, the Hidden Web is practically inaccessible to most users and
“hidden” from them. When the pages are not returned from major search engines, users
simply give up and ignore those pages. Even if users are aware of a certain part of the Hidden
1

A Web crawler is a program that downloads Web pages for search engines
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(a) The search interface of PubMed.

(b) List of matching pages for query
“liver”.

(c) The first matching page for “liver”.

Figure 1: Pages from the PubMed Web site.
query:
“breast cancer”
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Figure 2: The metasearching process
Web, they need to go through the painful process of issuing queries to all potentially relevant
sites with Hidden-Web contents and investigating the results manually. On the other hand,
the information in the Hidden Web is estimated to be significantly larger and of higher
quality than the “Surface Web” indexed by search engines [2].
In our research group, we are conducting two research projects to make the Hidden Web
easy to access by average users: 1) Hidden-Web metasearcher and 2) Hidden-Web crawler
projects. In the following subsections, we briefly describe these two projects.

3.1

Hidden-Web metasearcher

The goal of this project is to build a metasearcher or a mediator that automatically selects
the most relevant Hidden-Web sites to a user’s query, so that the users can simply come to
our metasearcher and get access to most of the relevant Hidden-Web data without knowing
individual sites [1, 6, 14, 13, 17, 18, 19, 20]. Given a user’s query (e.g. “breast cancer”
as shown in Figure 2), the metasearcher determines which sites are the most likely to be
relevant, directs the user’s query to those sites and collects the search results back to the
user. Given this scenario, an effective metasearcher needs to accomplish two challenging
tasks:
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Figure 3: A formal model of the Hidden-Web crawling problem
1. Based on the user’s query, the metasearcher has to identify a few sites that are the
most relevant, so that it can direct the query to those sites (the arrows labelled 1 in
Figure 2). This task is often referred to as database selection or database discovery. In
Figure 2, the metasearcher directs the query “breast cancer” to two sites: “PubMed”
and “MEDLINEplus.2 ”
2. The metasearcher gathers the query results from the selected sites, and selectively
presents the results from multiple sources to the user (The arrows labelled 2 in
Figure 2). This task is also known as result merging or result fusion.
So far our research group has mainly focused on the database selection problem and we
plan to investigate the result fusion problem in the future. We believe that the success of
this research can significantly simplify people’s information search on the Hidden Web, as
much as internet search engines simplified the search on the Surface Web.

3.2

Hidden-Web crawler

Another approach that we are taking is to build a Hidden-Web crawler that can download
pages from the Hidden-Web sites automatically, so that we can use well-known indexing
technologies to identify the set of pages relevant to a user query.
Since pages in the Hidden Web may be generated dynamically when the user issues
a query, the main challenge of a Hidden-Web crawler is how it can discover pages in the
Hidden-Web sites. That is, there exist no static links to Hidden Web pages, so the crawler
has to automatically generate and issue queries in order to discover such pages. Automatic
query generation is clearly hard, because the crawler does not understand the semantics of
a query interface.
Note that a Hidden-Web crawler often has limited time and network resources. Thus,
a crawler has to carefully select and issue keyword queries, so that it can download the
maximum number of pages using minimum resources. If it issues completely random queries
that do not return any matching pages, it may waste all of its resources simply issuing
queries without retrieving actual pages. Theoretically, this query-selection problem can be
formalized as a minimum-cover problem in a graph [9]. That is, we assume that a crawler
downloads pages from a Web site that has a set of pages S (the rectangle in Figure 3). We
represent each Web page in S as a vertex in a graph (dots in Figure 3). We also represent
2

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/
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each potential query qi that the crawler can issue as a hyperedge in the graph (circles in
Figure 3). A hyperedge qi connects all the vertices (pages) that are returned when the
crawler issues qi to the site. Each hyperedge is also associated with a weight that represents
the cost of issuing the query.3 Under this formalization, our problem is to select the set
of hyperedges (queries) that cover the maximum number of vertices (Web pages) with the
minimum total weight (cost).
There are two main difficulties in this formalization. First, a Hidden-Web crawler does
not know which Web pages will be returned for a query, so the hyperedges of the graph
are unknown. Without knowing the hyperedges, the crawler cannot select them. Second,
the minimum-cover problem is known to be NP-hard [11], so it is not known whether there
exists an efficient algorithm to solve the problem optimally.
We are currently investigating various ideas to address the above issues. Our main idea is
to predict how many pages will be returned for a future query qi by analyzing the pages that
we downloaded from previous queries q1 , . . . , qi−1 . For example, if the keyword “medicine”
appears more often than the keyword “violin” in the pages returned from previous queries,
we may expect that the site may return more pages if we issue the query “medicine” than
“violin.” Although our prediction may not be completely accurate, we believe that this
approach provide enough clues that the crawler will be able to select significantly better
queries.
We recently conducted a preliminary experiment on a real Web site of 40,000 Web
pages, and the result was very promising. When we used a relatively straightforward query
selection algorithm, we were able to download 95% of the site after issuing fewer than 100
queries. We will continue our study both experimentally and theoretically.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we briefly went over exciting challenges that the Web has brought us today.
We also described our research projects that try to address some of these challenges. Our
WebArchive project is developing essential technologies to archive the history of the Web,
so that we can still access important information even after it disappears from the Web.
The technologies that we develop can be used to archive any type of textual databases, and
the pages that we archive will provide a valuable dataset that researchers can investigate.
In our Hidden-Web project, we are developing an effective metasearching framework that
can provide a single access point for Hidden-Web information. We are also developing a
novel Hidden-Web crawler that can download pages from the Hidden Web automatically
without user input.
The proliferation of information on the Web has clearly enabled an average person to
access an enormous amount of information that was not possible a decade ago. We believe
that the success of our research projects will make the Web even closer to become the ideal
information source, where any user can access any information at any time through an
intuitive interface.
3

The cost of a query consists of three factors: 1) the cost of issuing the query to the site, 2) the cost of
retrieving the answer that contains the list of matching pages and 3) the cost of actually downloading the
matching pages.
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